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We read with interest the paper by l’Ami et al1 reporting the
safety of a single step-down strategy without flare-up of disease
in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) patients treated with adalimumab
associated with high trough concentrations. At the time of
personalised medicine, prediction of the absence of relapse
during tapering strategy is a huge challenge to improve this
approach. Furthermore, EULAR recommendations proposed
in RA patients in remission without glucocorticoids to first step
down the bDMARDs.2 So, we investigated the interest of TNF
blocker blood concentration assessment in order to predict
the absence of relapse during tapering in the STRASS study.3
The STRASS study demonstrated the feasibility of step-down
therapeutic strategy compared with maintenance strategy in
RA patients in clinical remission treated with adalimumab
or etanercept. In contrast to l’Ami study, which performed
a single tapering, successive tapering step every 3 months in
RA patient still in remission was performed. Among the 137
patients included in STRASS study, 132 serum samples were
collected solely at baseline without other blood collections and
assessed by ELISA with Lisa Tracker (adalimumab or etanercept kit by Theradiag, Marne-La-Vallee, France). We defined
high level of TNF blocker, by concentration higher or equal to
upper detection limits in serums (8 µg/mL for adalimumab and
5 µg/mL for etanercept). For adalimumab, this definition was
similar to the definition of high trough concentrations defined
by l’Ami.

Figure 1 Survival without relapse according to TNF blockers trough
concentration. Survival without relapse was the same between tapering
or maintenance group in case of high TNF blocker trough concentration
at baseline during the first 3 months and almost the same over 9
months for etanercept. However, the survival rate in the tapering
group strongly dropped after 6 months for adalimumab. This was in
accordance to l’Ami study since adalimumab trough concentration
decreased under the high concentration threefold at 12 and 24 weeks
after only one tapering.
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Figure 2 Proposed algorithm based on therapeutic drug monitoring
to improve tapering strategy.
Overall, in STRASS study, no clear effect was observed
between high blood levels of TNF blockers at baseline and
persistence of remission over 24 months. However, when
focusing at 6 months (that means two first steps-down in the
spacing arm), the proportion of patients without relapse was
higher in case of high TNF blockers concentration at baseline
(χ²=6.22; p=0.01; figure 1). In the l’Ami study, adalimumab
trough concentration decreased under the high concentration
level at 12 and 24 weeks after only one tapering. This could
explain the increased rate of relapse after the third tapering
in STRASS (figure 1). Furthermore, no data with etanercept
on tapering are available to date. Difference pattern of flares
between RA patients treated by adalimumab or etanercept
could be due to the absence of cut-off previously reported for
etanercept.
Our data suggest to perform a drug monitoring before
each tapering, in order to avoid the situation with low TNF
blockers blood trough concentration leading to clinical relapse.
Furthermore, to reduce the high TNF blockers trough concentration could be also benefit for the RA patients in remission
since high TNF blockers trough concentration was reported to
be associated with a strong risk of infection.4
The clinical utility of TNF blockers monitoring and determination of specific cut-offs in predicting clinical remission
had already been explored especially in inflammatory bowel
diseases.5 Here, we claim the monitoring of trough concentrations in order to improve successful tapering strategy
(figure 2).
In conclusion, we confirmed that tapering is feasible
without an increased rate of relapse in RA patients with
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clinical remission and high TNF blocker blood concentration. Furthermore, since the initial concentration of STRASS
study will be predictive of RA relapse in case of TNF blocker
injection spacing, we propose to assess trough TNF blocker
concentration before each tapering step in order to maintain remission and avoid a relapse in RA patients with clinical remission. Finally, we proposed an algorithm to manage
step-down strategy (figure 2), which should be confirmed in a
prospective study.

